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 The Internet of Things, a technologist who, in the future, will leave the human society, industry, services, 
and in general, the livelihood of human beings undergoing fundamental changes. One of these changes, 
which will have a significant impact on other parts, is supply chain management. With regard to what will 
discuss in this paper, the Internet of Things will increase productivity and efficiency by increasing speed 
and precision in decision making, reducing risk and increasing productivity and efficiency. In the future, 
due to the increase in the speed of life and the breadth of the Internet, the supply chain is also required to 
use the Internet of Things to meet the needs of the community. However, thanks to all the benefits that 
IOT has given us, we cannot ignore the challenges of implementing this technology. The most important 
of these challenges is information security. Given that the Internet of Things acts by collecting data from 
the environment (this information may include personal information of individuals). With these 
interpretations, the security of this volume of information in a way that does not reduce speed and 
efficiency is a serious and critical issue. 
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1. Introduction 

Interne of Things (IOT) is a concept that aims to enhance the forms of communication that we have today. Currently, the Internet is a network tool that 
humans access using devices. IOT attempts to not only have humans communicating through the Internet but also have objects or devices. These things 
are to be able to exchange information by themselves over the Internet, and new forms of Internet communication would be formed: human-things and 
things-things (Tan & Koo, 2014). Interconnection of sensing and actuating devices providing the ability to share information across platforms through a 
unified framework, developing a common operating picture for enabling innovative applications. This is achieved by seamless large scale sensing, data 
analytics and information representation using cutting edge ubiquitous sensing and cloud computing (Gubbi et al., 2013). 
SCM consists of the integration activities taking place among a network of facilities that procure raw material, transform them into intermediate goods and 
then final products, & deliver products to customers through a distribution system (Lee Hau & Billington, 1995). Information technology (IT) has been, 
and continues to be, an essential enabler for effective supply chain management (SCM) (Ross, 2016).  
IOT takes supply chain communications to another level: the possibility of human to things communication and autonomous coordination among ‘things’ 
while being stored in a facility or being transported between different supply chain entities. These new capabilities offer tremendous opportunities to deal 
more effectively with SCM challenges. IOT provides new levels of supply chain visibility, agility and adaptability to cope with various SCM challenges 
(Ellis et al., 2015).  
For this purpose, physical are equipped with specific technologies, so called automatic identification and data capture (AIDC) technologies, such as radio 
frequency identification (RFID) tags, telematics modules or sensor tags. Thus, such products gain intelligent characteristics, including identification, 
localization, communication, sensing or logical functions that enable innovative IOT services for supply chain management (SCM) (Atzori et al., 2010).  
In this article, we will talk about the Internet of Things. We will then look into the security of this technology. We will continue to emphasize the 
importance of using the Internet of Things in Supply Chain Management and will tell how the Internet of Things will change the management of supply 
chain. Ultimately, we will examine the challenges of this technology. 
 
1.1. About IOT 
Kevin Ashton is accredited for using the term “Internet of Things” for the first time during a presentation in 1999 on supply-chain management (Ashton, 
2009).  
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 IOT tries to establish advanced connectivity among the devices or systems or services in order to make automation. All things are connected to gather and 
all information would be interacted to each other over standard and different protocol domain and applications (Giusto et al., 2010). 
The IOT will connect the physical and digital worlds allowing the bidirectional communication between them (Lee, 2016). 
A thing, in the Internet of Things, can be a person with a heart monitor implant, a farm animal with a biochip transponder, an automobile that has built-in 
sensors to alert the driver when tire pressure is low — or any other natural or man-made object that can be assigned an IP address and provided with the 
ability to transfer data over a network (Udaya, 2014). 
Many definitions for IOT have been presented, including the definition (Gubbi et al., 2013) that focuses mostly on connectivity and sensory requirements 
for entities involved in typical IOT environments. Whereas those definitions reflect IOT’s basic requirements, new IOT definitions give more value to the 
need for ubiquitous and autonomous networks of objects where identification and service integration have an important and inevitable role (L.R., 2013). 
Day by day more physical objects are equipped with emerging technologies that enable them to get, send, and receive information via fixed-wire or 
wireless communications connected to the Internet. The McKinsey Global Institute defines IOT devices as “those can monitor their environment, report 
their status, receive instructions, and even take action based on the information they receive” (McKinsey Global Institute, 2013). 
 Industrial IOT (IIOT) is another form of IOT applications favored by big high-tech companies. The fact that machines can perform specific tasks such as 
data acquisition and communication more accurately than humans has boosted IIOT’s adoption. Machine to machine (M2M) communication, Big Data 
analysis, and machine learning techniques are major building blocks when it comes to the definition of IIOT. These data enable companies to detect and 
resolve problems faster, thus resulting in overall money and time savings. For instance, in a manufacturing company, IIOT can be used to efficiently track 
and manage the supply chain, perform quality control and assurance, and lower the total energy consumption (Vilajosana et al., 2015).  
IOT covers a wide range of applications like healthcare, utilities, transport, agriculture etc (Sundmaeker et al., 2010). Although the definition of things has 
changed as technology evolved, the main goal of making computer sense information without the aid of human interference remains the same. A drastic 
development of the current Internet into a network of connected objects that not only gather information from the environment(sensing) and interacts with 
the physical world (command /control ), but also uses existing Internet standards to provide services for information transfer, analytics, applications and 
communications (Buckley, 2006).  
Another characteristic of IOT, which is highlighted in recent definitions, is “smartness.” This distinguishes IOT from similar concepts such as sensor 
networks, and it can be further categorized into “object smartness” and “network smartness.” (Da et al., 2014).  
Another essential role of IOT is to build a collaborative system that is capable of effectively responding to an event captured via sensors, by effective 
discovery of crowds and also successful communication of information across discovered crowds of different domains (Dastjerdi & Sharifi, 2015). 
IOT is also recognized by the impact on quality of life and businesses ,which can revolutionize the way our medical systems and businesses operate by: 
(1) expanding the communication channel between objects by providing a more integrated communication environment in which different sensor data 
such as location, heartbeat, etc. can be measured and shared more easily. (2) Facilitating the automation and control process, whereby administrators can 
manage each object’s status via remote consoles; and (3) saving in the overall cost of implementation, deployment, and maintenance, by providing 
detailed measurements and the ability to check the status of devices remotely (L.R., 2013).  
As adoption of IOT continues to grow, attackers and malicious users are shifting their target from servers to end devices. There are several reasons for 
this. First, in terms of physical accessibility, smart devices and sensors are far less protected than servers, and having physical access to a device gives the 
attackers an advantage to penetrate with less hassle. Second, the number of devices that can be compromised are far more than the number of servers. 
Moreover, since devices are closer to the users, security leads to leaking of valuable information and has catastrophic consequences. Finally, due to 
heterogeneity and the distributed nature of IOT, the patching process is more consuming, thus opening the door for attackers (Atzori et al., 2010; Babar et 
al., 2010).  
 
1.2. IOT privacy and security 
As devices become more connected thanks to the IOT, security and privacy have become the primary concern among consumers and businesses. In fact, 
the protection of sensitive data ranked as the top concern (at 36% of those polled) among enterprises, according to the 2016 Vormetric Data Threat Report. 
Cyber attacks are also a growing threat as more connected devices pop up around the globe. Hackers could penetrate connected cars, critical infrastructure, 
and even people's homes. As a result, several tech companies are focusing on cyber security in order to secure the privacy and safety of all this data 
(Meola, 2016).  
The very rapid growth of Internet-connected devices, ranging from very simple sensors to highly complex cloud servers, shapes the Internet of Things, 
where Things, in this context, refers to a wide variety of objects (e.g. smart bulbs, smart locks, IP cameras, thermostats, electronic appliances, alarm 
clocks, vending machines, and more). The resemblance between all IOT objects is the ability to connect to the Internet and exchange data. The network 
connectivity feature allows controlling objects remotely across the existing network infrastructure, resulting in more integration with the real world and 
less human intervention. The IOT transforms these objects from being classical to smart by exploiting its underlying technologies such as pervasive 
computing, communication capabilities, Internet protocols, and applications. Protocols are required in order to identify the spoken language of the IOT 
devices in terms of the format of exchanged messages, and select the correct bound- aries that comply with the various functionality of each device. 
Applications determine levels of granularity and specialty of the IOT device and how big are the data generated for analytics purposes. They also indicate 
the general scope of the IOT framework covering the context of the applied domain (Ammar, 2018). 
Because of the massive amount of information that IOT and wearable technologies can gather, privacy and security-related concerns will grow as these 
devices and services proliferate (Thibodeau, 2014). Users enjoy the personalization and customization that IOT and wearable technologies offer, yet those 
same capabilities that are so hotly demanded also exacerbate digital privacy and data security risks that already existed for traditional online services and 
technologies (Singh & \ Powles, 2014).  
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These privacy- and security-related concerns can arise with regard to access to the device itself (i.e., what happens if it is lost or stolen); access to the 
information the device shares with nearby devices or systems (i.e., information shared over Wi-Fi or other wireless systems); or access to information 
transmitted to the cloud or to any remote storage system (Al Sacco, 2014). 
This section will specifically explore how IOT technologies in general and wearables in particular challenge traditional privacy norms—both social and 
legal—and will explain why a more creative and flexible approach to dealing with these issues will be necessary. It is important that the privacy concerns 
regarding wearable technologies relate to both the users of those technologies and others in surrounding environments. For users, the privacy concern is 
that wearables allow a massive amount of data to be observed, gathered, and shared about them—potentially without their knowledge (ARTICLE 29 
DATA PROTECTION WORKING PARTY, OPINION 8/2014 ON THE ONRECENT DEVELOPMENTS ON THE INTERNET OF THINGS 4, 2014). 
In turn, these new datasets might be used by third parties for marketing purposes, by employers for job-related purposes, or even by insurers to adjust user 
premiums. This possibility raises the specter of IOT and wearable devices and the datasets they generate being used in a supposedly discriminatory 
fashion (Thierer, 2015).  
 The potential for such ubiquity (billions to trillions of devices) of IOT seems like a foregone conclusion at this point. But there are multi-dimensional 
privacy challenges which must be surmounted if this truly is going to become a reality. To get ahead of these challenges the privacy engineering 
community (via National Institute of Standards and Technology) is currently involved in intense discussions as to how to “engineer in” the right privacy 
regime, which will provide users (consumers) with direct control over a wide range of their own personal privacy settings as well as creating auditing and 
measuring schemes to ensure compliance with both user settings as well as regulatory mandates. Privacy engineering is a very real challenge, and there are 
multiple paths in the IOT where a privacy regime must be monitored and maintained:  

 The device (data generator, data receiver and aggregation point).  
 The Internet (multi-directional data transport).  
 The cloud (data manipulation and aggregation point).  
 The machine (application services, big data repositories, analytics and more).  

Each path requires appropriate privacy protections to be engineered into it, with user control wherever appropriate (device, machine and others) while 
being maintained along its entire length (virtual and physical). High levels of encryption, redundancy and security will be necessitated to counter threats in 
flight as well as at the endpoints. There will also be regulatory controls and adherence monitoring, which must be facilitated along these same pathways. 
Most of these will fall under the auspices of FTC (US), Data Privacy Act (EU), and other regulatory bodies and statutes across the world.  In parallel with 
the need for comprehensive privacy, security and compliance capabilities, the IOT is entirely predicated on new business models, which disrupt 
conventional solutions. An enabler of this disruption is the cost model component, which dictates low inherent costs in the devices, and all other 
components of the value chain. These cost models will not be conducive to “out of band” controls via bolt on solutions. Engineering-in privacy as part of 
the device and other pathway structures will be the only path to success in which cost efficiencies are maintained while compliance is assured along the 
way (Taj Dini & Sokolov, 2017). 
 
1.3. Why to Use IOT in SCM? 
When someone mentions the Internet of Things (IOT), most people think of electronics or wearables – the types of technologies that are driving adoption 
of a highly personalized “smart” consumer lifestyle. But there’s much more to the IOT story, and more specifically, its impact on the supply chain. 
Research firm Gartner recently released a write-up highlighting what many supply chain professionals have been weighing for some time: the IOT trend is 
going to impact businesses, and in particular, it will disrupt the way we think about logistics. In the piece, Gartner says a thirty-fold increase in Internet-
connected physical devices by the year 2020 will “significantly alter how the supply chain operates.” Specifically, it notes the impact will relate to how 
supply chain leaders access information, among other things. 
ERP and supply chain management (SCM) have gone hand-in-hand for quite some time, but the IOT revolution will allow us to enhance those solutions 
by intelligently connecting people, processes, data, and things via devices and sensors. Think of it as SCM 2.0. This deeper intelligence can come to life in 
many different ways when it comes to supply chain data and intelligence – from automation of the manufacturing process to improved visibility within the 
warehouse (Udaya, 2014).  
Supply chains are operating under an ever-changing environment and are vulnerable to a myriad of risks at all levels. This environment is an ever-
changing landscape because of many factors. Many supply chains extend over wide geographical areas and are vulnerable to many global risks (Butner, 
2010). Customers are more and more demanding in terms of product customisation, price and level of service (Christopher, 2016). Products complexity is 
also increasing due to the high clock speed in many industries following the rapid changes in technology and the continuous introduction of new products 
to the market (Simchi-Levi et al., 2003). Furthermore, the external environment is highly dynamic due to economic (energy cost, prices and availability of 
raw materials, currency exchange rates), social (unrest, demanding customers) and natural factors (extreme weather conditions, earthquakes, tsunamis). In 
order to survive in such a complex environment, companies need to be extremely agile and build a high level of resilience and risk mitigation capabilities 
and structural flexibility that allow rapid response to these challenges. Christopher and Holweg define structural flexibility as the ability of the supply 
chain to adapt to fundamental changes in the business environment. However, flexibility and resilience come at an additional cost in the form of additional 
resources such as buffer inventory and extra capacity, and higher coordination cost (Christopher & Holweg. 2011). In order to balance the required level 
of resilience and flexibility and the cost of achieving it, firms need to have high visibility of the whole supply chain, the necessary velocity to respond 
quickly to changes and effective collaboration with suppliers and customers. Christopher summarised the principles that can guide supply chain managers 
into what he calls the ‘4Rs’: responsiveness, reliability, resilience and relationships (Christopher, 2016).  
The data emitted from smart objects, when effectively collected, analysed and turned into useful information, can offer unprecedented visibility into all 
aspects of the supply chain, providing early warnings of internal and external situations that require remediation. Responding to these signals in time can 
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drive new levels of supply chain efficiency. What was lacking so far is not the availability of information but rather the technologies for collecting and 
processing big data and the lag between data collection and action. IOT will allow the reduction in the time between data capture and decision-making that 
enables supply chains to react to changes in real time allowing levels of agility and responsiveness never experienced before (Ellis et al., 2015).  
 “The internet of things leads to a high transparency regarding the status of the supply chain and its nodes” (Akinlar, 2014). 
Another perspective related with the supply chain “end-to-end” integration is the utilization of IOT for designing new services. “The Internet of Thinks 
envisions a multitude of heterogeneous objects and interactions with the physical environment.”…“The vision of IOT relies on the provisioning of real-
world services” (De wt al., 2011). IOT supports the integration of several technologies by “the result of synergic activities conducted different fields of 
knowledge, such as telecommunications, informatics, electronics, and social science” (Atzori et al., 2010). 
Adner addresses innovations in ecosystems and emphasizes cooperations between firms in order to create valuable products. Because cooperation always 
entails risks, Adner proposes a management framework that is designed to assess these risks and to adjust a firm’s innovation strategy accordingly (Adner, 
2006). Moreover, Kapoor and Lee investigate the relationship between organizations and new technology investments in business ecosystems. Kapoor and 
Lee find that alliances, which facilitate coordination and cooperation, encourage investment in new and complementary technologies (Kapoor & Lee, 
2013).  
 
1.4. How IOT make SCM more efficient? 
Information technology enables effective supply chain quality management; due to information sharing is crucial for timely quality management and 
control. The several cutting edge technologies which can be integrated as part of a supply chain quality monitoring system are (Kapoor & Lee, 2013): 
Service-oriented architecture, RFID, Agents, Workflow management, cross organizational integration. 
The RFID, the technology associated with Internet of Things, can help improve the effectiveness of information flow in a supply chain. Partners in the 
supply chain will be able to access information and practice quality control based on the data shared through RFID and other technologies. This 
technology enables enterprises facilitating real-time traceability. This technology combined with Internet of Things enable integrating work processes 
better (Kapoor & Lee, 2013). 
Lee (2016) selects three basic components that make a device able to get information from its environment, “think” and communicate: sensors, 
connectivity, and processors. 
Lee (2016) also lists nine areas where IOT and SCM are currently coexisting successfully and provides examples: 1) transparency and visibility of the 
supply chain; 2) proactive replenishment; 3) predictive maintenance; 4) reduction in asset loss; 5) manufacturing flow management; 6) product 
development and commercialization; 7) risk management; 8) operational efficiency; and 9) improved fleet management. Being the top conclusion the 
improvement of transparency and visibility: “The transparency and end-to-end visibility afforded by IOT creates new opportunities that supply chain 
professionals can leverage in order to optimize supply chains and generate value” (Lee, 2016).  
IOT promises an interconnected network of uniquely identifiable smart objects. This infrastructure creates the necessary backbone for many interesting 
applications that require seamless connectivity and addressability between their components. The range of IOT application domain is wide and 
encapsulates applications from home automation to more sophisticated environments, such as smart cities and e-government.  
Industry-focused applications include logistics and transportation (Yuqiang et al., 2010), supply-chain management (Chaves & Decker, 2010), fleet 
management, aviation industry, and enterprise automation systems. Healthcare systems, smart cities and buildings, social IOT, and smart shopping are a 
few examples of applications that try to improve the daily life of individuals, as well as the whole society. Disaster management, environmental 
monitoring, smart watering, and optimizing energy consumption through smart grids and smart metering are examples of applications that focus on 
environment. 
Monitoring devices via APIs can be helpful in multiple domains. The APIs can report power usage, equipment performance, and sensor status, and they 
can perform actions upon sending predefined commands. Real-time applications can utilize these features to report current system status, whereas man-
agers and developers have the option to freely call these APIs without the need for physically accessing the devices. Smart metering, and in a more 
distributed form, smart grids, can help in identifying production or performance defects via application of anomaly detection on the collected data, and 
thus increase the productivity (Moreno et al., 2014). 
When talking about billions of connected devices, methods for identifying objects and setting their access level play an important role in the whole 
ecosystem. Consumers, data sources, and service providers are essential parts of IOT; identity management and authentication methods applied to securely 
connect these entities affect both the amount of time required to establish trust and the degree of confidence (Perera et al., 2014). 
Devices or objects in IOT have to be uniquely identified. There are various mechanisms, such as ucode, which generate 128-bit codes and can be used in 
active and passive RFID tags, and also Electric Product Code (EPC), which creates unique identifiers using Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) codes 
(Mainetti et al., 2011; Zorzi et al., 2010). 
 
1.5. Challenges 
Corporate finance professionals might agree when it comes to the Internet of Things (IOT). While this much-vaunted technological trend promises new 
operational efficiencies and revenue opportunities, IOT also poses significant transitional challenges across legacy supply chain management, data 
systems and departments within many organizations. Managing those challenges poorly could lead to losses or lower returns (Karen Lynch). 
The promise of IOT in international supply chain management is high, in terms of both productivity and innovation, but it will be challenging for most 
companies to transition legacy supply chains to incorporate hundreds or even thousands of IOT devices and the data they deliver (Karen Lynch).  
The study made by the companies PwC and Strategy& in 2015 in the German sector of manufacturing and engineering, automotive and process industries, 
is based on surveys of 235 German companies. The respondents expected that regarding to the digital transition will lead to a significant transformation of 
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their companies and they estimate that the share of investment will account for more than 50% of the planned capital investments for the next 5 years. 
Therefore, the first and the main challenge is the investment that means to apply Industry 4.0 solutions (Wegener, 2015). 
Thus, the main challenges are the high investment levels and often the unclear business cases for the new industrial internet applications. As well as to 
have the sufficient skills to meet the needs of digital world. Moreover, binding standards must also be defined and tasks in the field of IT security have to 
be solved. It is clearly needed that companies, trade unions, associations and policy-makers cooperate in order to spread this fourth industrial revolution 
(Laura Domingo Galindo, 2016). 
There is another challenge in the insufficient qualification of employees regarding the digital change, this will alter requirements for employees across all 
the steps of the value chain.  Through the IOT and the growing digitalization, the need for employees with a foundation in data science and information 
technology in particular will increase. Policymakers should create the basis for the education needed. They need to encourage enthusiasm for technology 
from the early stage (Laura Domingo Galindo, 2016). 
IOT offers unprecedented visibility into all aspects of the supply chain, providing early warnings of internal and external situations that require 
remediation.Therefore, IOT enables firms to respond quickly to changes through effective internal operations and collaboration with suppliers and 
customers. Current solutions and applications are still short of unlocking this potential. We only have piecemeal applications in isolated areas with limited 
work that addresses the entire supply chain (Ben-Daya et al., 2017). 
The roots of IOT in logistics are not new. Using technology for the tracking of objects has been around for decades through various forms of information 
and communication technologies. Therefore, improvements brought by IOT to the logistics function can be viewed as a continuation to previous 
developments. The basic logistics functions are to transport ‘the right goods in the right quantity and right quality at the right time to the right place for the 
right price’ (Decker et al., 2008). 
There are several gaps in the current literature dealing with IOT applications in SCM. These gaps can be summarized as follows (Ben-Daya et al., 2017): 
• Lack of solid frameworks that provide guidance of IOT adoption in a supply chain context with clear guidelines and a roadmap. These would help in 
advising companies as to which process and where in the supply chain would they deploy IOT, given that supply chain partners may be at different stages 
of the IOT implementation. In addition, these frameworks would provide help with change management practices within the company and across the 
supply chain (Ben-Daya et al., 2017). 
• Lack of models that address supply chain problems in an IOT environment. Management of smart supply chains is different from that of traditional 
supply chains. Decision-making in an IOT context requires new tools and models that take into account this new environment, such as the abundance of 
big data generated from sensors and connected things. IOT will affect procurement, production planning, the management of inventory, quality and 
maintenance, among other issues (Ben-Daya et al., 2017). 
• There are several barriers to the implementation of IOT in SCM from both technological and managerial perspectives. A world where all things are 
connected opens the door for less security and privacy (Tadejko, 2015). This is especially true in a supply chain context where information sharing has 
always been a big challenge. Another challenge is interoperability. Research by McKinsey suggests that 40% of the value of the IOT will need to be 
unlocked via interoperability (Manyika et al., 2015). There is not much research addressing how to deal effectively with these challenges.   
 

2. Conclusion 

In this article, we first described the concept of the Internet of Things and briefly explained how this technology works. We outlined the basic 
requirements and requirements of this technology and then examined the effects and changes that this technology has made in the industry, treatment, 
services, and so on. 
More precisely, supply chain management is one of the things that can dramatically change under the influence of Internet technology. In this regard, we 
specifically looked at the effects of the Internet of Things on Ethereal and the supply chain performance, and we saw that, the Internet of Things will 
change in which of the main components of supply chain management will evolve and how this transformation will improve the performance of the 
supply chain. After reviewing these factors, we looked at why we needed to use the Internet to manage supply chains, and we looked at each of these 
requirements. Like any other new technology, the Internet of Things faces various challenges. In the final section of this paper, we briefly described the 
challenge, and examined the core challenge of this technology, namely, information security.  
Considering what was discussed in this article In the future, we will have to implement the Internet of Things in supply chain management. But we should 
keep in mind that information security is still our biggest challenge in this regard. That's a challenge to overcome the disaster that needs to be done and 
more effort is being made to secure information and cloud computing. 
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